SECRET

JIM WILKIE working with LAZARO CARDENAS in Mexico on his PhD thesis.

1. On 25 October 1963 identities A and B were entertained at the home of Daulil ALDEN, a Latin American history professor at the University of Washington. Dr. ALDEN and his teaching assistant Bradley BEDERMICH (SIC) discussed a Jim WILKIE, a friend of both theirs, who had gone to Mexico to interview Lazaro CARDENAS and to gain access to his memoirs in order to write his PhD. thesis on CARDENAS. Dr. ALDEN said that WILKIE, the recipient of a Haas Foundation Grant of about U.S. $5,000, had already had several interviews with CARDENAS and was going to tape more interviews.

2. Identity A, who thinks that WILKIE is a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, stated that Subject did his Masters Thesis on CARDENAS and the Catholic Church in the 1930's. Subject's wife, Edie (Edith?) is a Guatemalan. His brother, Richard WILKIE, is doing his PhD. at the University of Washington in Seattle in Geography. His brother's address is 3126 Fairman Avenue East, Seattle 2, Washington.

(Continued)
3. Jim WILKIE may be identical with James Wallace WILKIE (201-183946) who was born 20 March 1836 at Idaho Falls, Idaho, and was a student in Mexico in 1957. Station is referred to their files of 1957 and 1958 on subject.
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